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las of Montenegro snapped his fingers in the face of the
Powers and their international fleet and continued the siege
of Scutari, which the Conference had assigned to Albania.
On the other hand, Ipek, Djakova, Dibra, and Prizren were
not included within the boundaries of the new state. This
meant, according to 'Austria's contention, that something
like half a million Albanians, forming a compact group
within the watershed which constitutes the natural geo-
graphical boundary of Albania, were to be left to the mercy
of Serbian and Montenegrin troops. In the south, Greece
demanded that the boundary be drawn in such a way that
the Greek Orthodox Albanians would be assigned to her.
Conrad, the Austrian Chief of Staff, wanted to compel
Greece to abandon these claims on Southern Albania, either
by diplomatic action, or by a joint Austro-Italian show of
force. But here Austria met with opposition from her own
Ally.
Although the Albanian compromise averted the danger
of an immediate war between the Great Powers, it remained
a highly disturbing factor in Balkan politics until it dis-
appeared into relative insignificance at the outbreak of the
World War. It was indirectly the cause of the fratricidal
Serbo-Bulgarian conflict of June, 1913, and it led to a new
Austro-Serbian crisis in the following November.
When Bulgaria suddenly attacked Serbia in the quarrel
over Macedonia, and started the Second Balkan War (June
30-August 10; 1913), she was speedily crushed. Rumania
and Greece seized the favorable opportunity to settle their
grievances against her by joining forces with Serbia. Even
Turkey returned to the attack to recover the Thracian
territory which she had just lost. Attacked on four sides,
and already exhausted by her efforts during the First Bal-
kan War, Bulgaria was quickly forced to beg for peace and
sign the Treaty of Bucharest. This deprived her of a large
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